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Abstract. Effective business models are essential for a service provider
in a software ecosystem to stay successful. To support those business
models’ development, different domain experts propose various methods
to develop such business models and provide knowledge about successful
business models. However, both the methods and the knowledge need
to fit the service provider’s situation and the actual service. Otherwise,
the development of an ineffective business model can lead to poor mar-
ket penetration of the services or even the service provider’s bankruptcy.
Currently, no existing business model development approach provides
fully-fledged tailoring to the service provider’s current situation. In this
thesis, we address this problem by introducing a holistic approach to
support the business model’s situation-specific development for a service
provider. The approach introduces the role of a domain expert, a method
engineer, and a business developer together with a repository of methods
for developing business models and a repository of knowledge for sup-
porting the development. Both repositories are based on the experience
of domain experts. Out of these repositories, situation-specific process
models for developing business models can be tailored by the method
engineer and enacted by the business developer. We demonstrate our
approach’s feasibility with an open-source implementation and evaluate
it with a case study of developing business models for a mobile app.

Keywords: Business Model Development · Situational Method Engi-
neering · Service Provider · Software Ecosystems · Tool-support

1 Introduction

The development of effective business models, defined by Osterwalder et al. as
“the rationale of how the organization creates, delivers, and captures value” [24],
is an essential task for a company to stay competitive. This is one of the results
of the GE Innovation Barometer 2018 [13], a study with over 2000 business ex-
ecutives. In this study, 64% of these executives have the “difficulty to define an
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effective business model to support new ideas and make them profitable” [13].
An important reason for this is that customers want solutions for perceived needs
rather than just product which affects that the business model can often be more
important than the latest technology of the product [9]. Here, especially software
ecosystems, tend to standardize more and more technology parts and make them
available for all service providers within their software development kits. There-
fore, service providers must focus increasingly on their business model to build
successful services. To support the business model development, different domain
experts propose various methods to develop such business models in the form of
development processes (e.g. [23]) and method repositories (e.g. [4]). Moreover,
these experts provide knowledge in the form of taxonomies of possible (e.g. [1])
and patterns of successful (e.g. [12]) companies. However, both the methods and
the knowledge need to fit the situation of the service provider and its service to
support the effective development of business models. Otherwise, the develop-
ment of an ineffective business model can lead to a poor market penetration of
the services or even a company bankruptcy. For example, in a situation with a
high problem complexity the service aims to solve, conducting expert interviews
instead of customer interviews could lead to an increased understanding of the
problem domain. Moreover, in a situation with business users as the service’s
target group, data sovereignty and personal customer relationship may be more
important than by targeting private users. Although various business model de-
velopment approaches have been proposed, none of them provides fully-fledged
tailoring to the service provider’s situation. This corresponds to the general lack
of it-support for business model development [27], current limitations of tools in
practice [26], and the automation of the development [7].

In this thesis, we address this problem by introducing a holistic tool-supported
approach to support the business model’s situation-specific development for ser-
vice providers. The approach introduces the role of the Meta-Method Engineer,
the Method Engineer, the Domain Expert, the Business Developer and other
Stakeholder. In contrast to other business model development approaches, our
approach points out the importance of the Method Engineer who formalizes the
methods and knowledge to make them useable for the Business Developer. In our
approach, the Meta-Method Engineer needs to create the meta-model to han-
dle methods and knowledge once. Based on that, the Method-Engineer models
existing methods and knowledge in repositories based on the experience of the
Domain Expert. After that, the Method-Engineer constructs the development
methodology out of both repositories based on the described situation of the
Business Developer. Finally, the Business Developer enacts the methodology to
develop his business model together with the Stakeholder. We implement the
whole approach as a web-based open-source tool and evaluate it with a case
study of creating a business model for a local event platform’s mobile app.

1.1 Problem Domain and Research Question

One of the most grown areas in the last years is software ecosystems (SECOs).
SECOs are defined by Bosch et al. as ”a software platform, a set of internal
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and external developers and a community of domain experts in service to a
community of users that compose relevant solution elements to satisfy their
needs” [5]. Here, especially external developers (i.e., service providers) can profit
from the existing community of potential users together with the scalability
of providing software services in general. Nevertheless, these developers have
the disadvantage of high competition inside those markets together with short
update/lifetime cycles of those software services. Consequently, these service
providers are in need of building effective business models for their services to
satisfy the user’s needs. Here, the building of business models can be supported
by the knowledge of domain experts inside those software ecosystems. Therefore,
this thesis aims to support service providers with a software-based situation-
specific business model development approach by providing an answer to the
following research question:

– RQ: How to enable the tool-supported, situation-specific development of
business models for service providers within software ecosystems?

We apply our approach to the development of business models for apps in mo-
bile ecosystems. We choose this application area because, with over 218 billion
downloads and 142 billion of revenue in 2020, mobile ecosystems are the biggest
markets for service [2]. Moreover, developers are getting more and more re-
stricted by the ecosystem providers like with the usage of regulated payment
systems and standardized software development kits.

1.2 Research Method

This thesis uses a design science research (DSR) process to build an approach
for the situation-specific development of business models for service providers.
We use DSR because it focuses on developing an artifact with the intention of
a stepwise improvement using cycles. Here, the output in the form of evaluated
results of a cycle is used as the next cycle’s input. As a concrete method, we
choose the DSR cycle of Kuchler and Vaishnavi [21]. The process is shown in
Fig. 1 and consists of three cycles with the five steps of taking Awareness of [the]
Problem, making Suggestion for the solution, the Development of a corresponding
artifact, the Evaluation of our solution, and the drawing of a Conclusion.

In the First Cycle (2019-2020), we analyzed the current literature and soft-
ware tools to understand the problem of software-based business model develop-
ment. Based on that, we created conceptional parts for the situation-specific de-
velopment of business models, implement them in software fragments, and evalu-
ate the technical feasibility. Moreover, we have provided a tool review of decision
support within the so-called Business Model Development Tools (BMDTs).

Currently, in the Second Cycle (2020-2021), we take the lessons learned
from the last cycle and the tool review to create an integrated concept for the
situation-specific development of business models. For this, we implement a soft-
ware tool and evaluate it with a case study on creating the business model for
the mobile app of a local event platform. Moreover, we use our existing tool
review to create a reference architecture for BMDTs that researchers can use.
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Fig. 1. Design Science Research Process based on Kuechler and Vaishnavi [21]

In the Third Cycle (2021-2022), we will take the lessons learned from the sec-
ond cycle to create a modularized concept of situation-specific development of
business models. The modularization will consist of a core architecture that dif-
ferent modules can extend to provide decision-support in various enacted process
parts. Here, we will also review additional literature for modules we are develop-
ing. After implementing the core architecture and the modules, we will evaluate
the approach with expert interviews or a user study. Finally, we conclude with
an evaluated concept, a modularized architecture, and a software tool.

2 Background & Related Work

2.1 Business Model Development

The process of Business Model Development (BMD) is a continuous and chal-
lenging task, which often uses creativity and collaboration between different
stakeholders. It consists of several phases (e.g., ideation, implementation) where
different possible business models have to be created and validated within the
market. This, in turn, can be done by conducting experiments with the poten-
tial customers of the product/service [23]. To provide flexibility in the method
construction, a repository of experiments with different experiment sequences
based on the type of business is introduced [4]. Moreover, the flexibility can be
supported by alternative choices for process steps inside the method [25]. Nev-
ertheless, those approaches focus on high abstraction levels and one-size-fits-all
methods that cannot cover all relevant contextual factors of the situation. Dif-
ferent artifacts and tools can support this process. One group of artifacts are
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canvas models like the Value Proposition Canvas or the Business Model Can-
vas (BMC). The BMC [24] divides the business model into nine building blocks
where each block consists of different elements. Moreover, tools in the form of
repositories like pattern databases [12] or software-based tools [26] can be used.
These software-based tools are often called Business Model Development Tools
(BMDTs) and provide different guidance levels to develop new and improve ex-
isting business models [26]. An analysis of tools in practice [26] shows that these
tool focus on the design of business modeling but not on the actual decision sup-
port. BMDTs already introduce possible parts of decision support in research.
For example, BMDTs can support different phases (i.e., analysis, design, im-
plementation, management) to guide the development process [11]. Moreover,
the knowledge of business models can be supported by a reference database of
existing business models [10], the usage of pattern repositories for guiding the
development process [22] or domain-specific modeling based on a shared vo-
cabulary [6]. Nevertheless, those approaches focus either on the process or the
structure of business models and do not consider the situation of the provider.

2.2 Situational Method Engineering

Situational Method Engineering (SME) [20] has its origin in creating software
development methods and typically consists of the two roles of a method engi-
neer and a project manager. Here, the method engineer analyzes various methods
and stores them in a method base. After that, the method engineer identifies
the project’s situational factors and constructs a suitable method of the method
base. This method, in turn, is then enacted by the project manager to manage
the project. The underlying method base can consist of method fragments and
method components. A method fragment is a reusable atomic block of a method
that can have a process (called work unit), a product (called work product), or a
producer focus [8]. A method component consists of inputs and outputs of work
products together with a process to transform the input into the output [20].
We will use the naming method elements for a method fragment and method
building block for a method component to stick to the business model terminol-
ogy. Moreover, we use the term of method pattern to note sequences of method
building blocks.

While most of the existing approaches focus on developing software prod-
ucts, some also include business-related parts to their methods base. Here, a
case study [3] identities different situational factors for the business (e.g., size of
the business unit team), the customer (e.g., number of customers), market char-
acteristics (e.g., market size), product characteristics (e.g., product lifetime),
and stakeholder involvement (e.g., partner involvement) for phases in product
management. An SME approach of IoT development methods [14] also includes
business-related (e.g., regulations) and customer-related (e.g., domain experi-
ence) situational factors together with business-related (e.g., IoT Canvas) work
products. Nevertheless, those approaches cover the business aspect as one side
aspect of the product development process. With this, they do not consider the
BMD as a separate continuous process with its characteristics.
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3 Proposed Solution

Based on DSR, we propose the situation-specific development of business mod-
els for service providers. For this, we analyzed the business models of various
software ecosystems to create a variability model of the ecosystem provider’s
business model and its dependencies to the service providers and the users [16].
After that, in the First Cycle, we have decided to focus on the mobile ecosystem’s
application domain by creating a knowledge model for mobile app providers’
business models based on feature models [17]. Moreover, we created a process
to change to create and adapt those knowledge bases [18]. Based on that, in
the Second Cycle, we have worked on creating development methods out of a
method repository [19] and using knowledge out of a knowledge repository [15],
both based on the proposed case study. For that, we have developed the BMDL
Method Modeler1 and the BMDL Feature Modeler2. We currently integrate both
solutions into each other to enact the development methodology and conduct the
case study. The proposed solution is the expected outcome of the Third Cycle
and should be evaluated based on a user study or expert interviews.

An overview of the approach can be seen in Fig. 2. It consists of the roles
of the Meta-Method Engineer, the Method Engineer, the Domain Expert, the
Business Developer, and other Stakeholder together with the stages of A) Busi-
ness Model Development Method Engineering, B) Business Model Knowledge
Model Engineering, C) Business Model Development Method Construction and
D) Business Model Development Method Enaction.

The A) Business Model Development Method Engineering is used to pro-
vide the creation of method parts for the situation-specific development. For
this, the Meta-Method Engineer creates a meta-model for the Business Method
Repository and the Business Development Method Patterns. Here, the repository
stores method building blocks that are configured out of atomic method ele-
ments. These elements can be the possible situational factors (e.g., market size),
the different method types (e.g., discovery), the performed tasks (e.g., conduct
customer interview), the involved stakeholder (e.g., designer), the created inter-
nal (e.g., Business Model Canvas) or external artifacts (e.g., prototype) and the
used internal (e.g., canvas comparison) or external tools (e.g., prototyping tool).
These building blocks are arranged within nested patterns by considering their
type, which can themselves have situational factors and types together with a no-
tation pattern based on BPMN. The repository and patterns are created by the
Method Engineer based on the experience of the Domain Expert. By considering
the SME terminology, this part focuses on process method fragments.

The B) Business Model Knowledge Model Engineering is used to provide the
creation of knowledge parts for the situation-specific development. For this, the
Meta-Method Engineer creates a meta-model for the Canvas Knowledge Repos-
itory and the Canvas Models. Here, the repository stores knowledge building
blocks that are configured out of knowledge elements. These elements are mod-

1 Method Modeler: https://sebastiangtts.github.io/bmdl-method-modeler/
2 Feature Modeler: https://sebastiangtts.github.io/bmdl-feature-modeler/
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Fig. 2. Overview of Situation-specific Business Model Development

eled into hierarchies (e.g., subscription to monthly subscription) based on the
concept of feature models with additional relationships for supporting (e.g., pro-
fessional user supports subscription) and hurting (e.g., advertisement hurts pri-
vacy) elements. These building blocks are arranged within different canvas mod-
els (e.g., Value Proposition Canvas, Business Model Canvas) to support different
phases of the business model development with existing knowledge. For each
canvas model, we store the existing knowledge (e.g., modeled as feature model)
that can be used as a library for recommendations together with concrete can-
vas models (e.g., instances of the feature model) to show existing examples and
possible patterns. The repository and canvas models are created by the Method
Engineer based on the experience of the Domain Expert. By considering the
SME terminology, this part focuses on product method fragments.

The C) Business Model Development Method Construction is used to con-
struct the development method out of the development method engineering and
the knowledge model engineering. For this, the Method-Engineer models the
described situation of the Business Developer with the existing situational fac-
tors. These situational factors are used to recommend specific method patterns
out of the Business Development Method Patterns. These method patterns are
nested into each other and, finally, filled with the method building blocks of the
Business Method Repository. During this filling, he chooses the corresponding
knowledge building blocks from the Canvas Knowledge Repository based on the
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linkage between the internal artifacts and the Canvas Models. This should ensure
knowledge recommendations in the different development steps.
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Fig. 3. Enaction of the Development Methodology

The D) Business Model Development Method Enaction is used to enact the
constructed development method. An overview of the methodology enaction by
the Business Developer can be seen in Fig. 3. Here, the methodology consists of
the Executed Process in the form of tasks (e.g., calculate business model) with
corresponding Stakeholders (e.g., business developer). The process steps can be
linked to Internal Modules (e.g., calculation module) or External Modules (e.g.,
mockup tool). While the Internal Modules can directly interact with the Internal
Artifacts (see input/output of artifacts) in the form of different enhanced canvas
models, and, therefore, be used inside the software-tool, the External Modules
provide more flexibility by also using External Artifacts outside the software-
tool. During the enaction, the Business Developer will see a visualization of the
process in the form of a Kanban-board, which also allows the collaboration with
other stakeholders that are mentioned in the specific task. Moreover, during the
enaction, the method might be adapted due to the service provider’s changing
situation or results of process steps.

4 Conclusion and Expected Contributions

This paper has presented our DSR-based approach’s current state for the situ-
ation-specific business model development approach for service providers within
software ecosystems. The method-engineer constructs the development process
out of a method repository and a knowledge repository that domain experts fill
in the approach. The business developer then enacts this development method to
create a business model for his service. In the past, we conducted the first cycle
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by creating our solution’s conceptual fragments and evaluating their technical
feasibility. Currently, in the second cycle, we integrated those fragments into
each other and planned the evaluation with a case study for the business model
development for a local event app. In the future, we will modularize our approach
and provide a final evaluation in the form of a user study or expert interviews.

By using DSR, we expected the evaluated concept, the modularized architec-
ture, and the software tool as an output. With this output, we also contribute to
research and practice in the following way: First, the evaluated concept provides
a new view of how SME could be applied to the business modeling domain. Sec-
ond, the modularized architecture supports researchers with a reference model to
build new BMDTs. Third, the software tool supports practitioners in developing
effective business models for their services.
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